




These are the topics that me and my friends discuss regarding our NYS election process
o Some of these are first hand observations…others are questions that I cannot
seem to ever get answered.
NYS Election process has never been audited.
NYS Elections have added technology over the years (computerized voting, networks,
internet, wifi, electronic post processing of ballots, etc.). And, because of those
additions, nearly every procedure of the election process has been modified along the
way.
o 15 active networks during the Hilton CSD Budget and Board elections at Hilton
High School, 400 East Ave., Hilton, NY on 5/18/21.
 Dominion machines, that were used in this election, have been proven
to be easily hacked.
 Cannot say that these machines were connected to internet/wifi but
the means to hack them was prevalent in the school and school parking
lot where the election was happening.
o Added rules, polling places, procedures (electronic signatures that do not look
at all like actual signatures, new staff, new training methods (now entirely
online).
o We have new laws piled onto the backs of old ones (or modifications of existing
laws) and the only proof of the process and the procedure is the election itself.
 Taxpayers and residents no longer have confidence in the election
process.
o 2020 harbored in (at least) 32 executive orders from 3/12/2020 to 7/24/2020.
 Were these legal according to NYS constitution?
 Doesn’t our state legislature make laws regarding our
elections?
 What happens to these executive orders in the next election?
 What happened to our election in 2020 as a result of these executive
orders?
 People received two mailed ballots that they did not request
(either one) due to some error on the first mail in ballot.
 Do we know that the correct ballot was used to cast the vote?
 Could have both ballots been returned and cast two votes?
 Could the wrong ballot been used to cast vote?
 How many of these were sent the first time? Second?
 Was the election done in a bipartisan fashion as in the past?








People showed up to vote in person on November 3, 2020 to be told
they already voted. How can this be if they did not return a mail in
ballot?
 How was the locked down nursing home residents vote taken?
 My mother-in-law is a nursing home resident and by the
diligence of her family was able to get her vote taken on a
paper ballot. What happened to that paper? How did it get
tallied? Did it get tallied? What is the process for those voters
during the lock down?
Suggest that all ballots be manually counted and tallied at the place where those ballots
were cast.
No ID’s to vote
o I needed to provide a driver’s license just to attend a recent Greece school
board meeting but we don’t need an ID to vote? Why?
o Currently, one of the only available methods for a person to be validated to
vote is by matching signatures from previous elections.
 Electronic signatures were taken on iPad like devices. Those signatures
will NOT look like an actual signature of a person.
 If the electronic signature of the 2020 election replaces those
signatures on file then the only current method of validating a voter is
compromised.
 I was an election inspector several years ago so I consider my training
to have provided me with unique insight to our processes (or lack
thereof).
Suggest forensic audit modeled after that being done in Maricopa County, Arizona.
o Audit all processes, procedures and results for NYS elections in all counties in
NYS against the 2020 election results.
 Review all machine settings, software and hardware to see what was
happening during our elections.
 Could NYS be involved in the cyber-attack as is being seen in other
parts of our country?
 Were algorithms imposed on our voting machines?
 Many people that I know used a “Sharpie-like” marker versus a ball
point pen. Did/does this affect the adjudication of their ballot?
 Who fixes that ballot?
o Remove all electronic voting devices, all electronic post processing and replace
with paper ballots.
o Do our voter registration records get updated?

o

o

 When was that done last?
Could we have been subject to foreign interference by electronic and/or human
wrong doing and intrusion into our election process?
 Send our state legislatures and election experts to the Mike Lindell
Cyber Symposium on August 10, 11 and 12th.
Volunteers available to perform audits
 Scrap income from getting rid of Dominion machines statewide could
help offset costs of audits.
 No networks, software/hardware maintenance needed.
 Just provide a pen and paper ballot after checking ID against
voter registration.
 Train senior groups as a resource for performing audits.
 Many people that feel strongly that wrong doing was done in our
country and state elections and would be willing to volunteer for audit
duty.
 Resist federal attempts to nationalize our state sovereign election
processes.
 NYS has the means to do our own elections. We just need to
ensure our processes are valid and that each valid New York
State voter has their vote counted and counted only once.

